SCCOOS FY21-26 Endorsement Form
We need your help! The support from our stakeholders and partners is essential to successfully secure the
resources needed to sustain the region’s observing systems. In an effort to condense and simplify the
submission of Letters of Support for our IOOS proposal we are requesting you submit an endorsement
statement. Please provide a short statement (2-6 sentences) about how your affiliation benefits from the
SCCOOS program and/or uses the data and products we provide. Please complete the endorsement google
form by Friday, November 13, 2020.
Please let us know if you have questions. Thank you again for your continued support. We are looking
forward to receiving your support statement.
Sincerely,
SCCOOS Program Office

Email address *
mbrooks@altasea.org

First & Last Name *
Meredith Brooks

Position *
Strategic Grants & Special Projects Manager

Organization/Affiliation *
AltaSea at the Port of Los Angeles

Endorsement/Support Statement *
Please provide a short statement (2-6 sentences) on why you support the SCCOOS program. We encourage examples of
how your affiliation uses SCCOOS data and products, why this information is valuable, and/or how your affiliation
collaborates with SCCOOS.

SCCOOS is an essential educational partner of AltaSea at the Port of Los Angeles; we share a mission to
inspire and create a strong ocean-STEM workforce and accelerate young leaders in the Blue Economy,
especially in underserved communities. The comprehensive resources of SCCOOS, AltaSea, and our other
partners provide strong ocean science content and connections for a range of K-12 education experiences,
including in-class instruction, workshops, training, internships and other learning resources. Currently,
AltaSea and SCCOOS are joining efforts to create opportunities in STEM for underserved and
underrepresented K-12 communities through programs showcasing ocean observing related careers and
informal learning. Through this collaboration, we are aspiring to introduce these students to unique learning
opportunities with AltaSea tenants and partners, and create lasting connections to Ocean-STEM.

Signature *
By uploading your signature you are endorsing the valuable data and services provided by the Southern California Coastal
Ocean Observing System.
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